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Abstract 
Horadam, K.J., The cohomology ring of an HNN extension of combinatorially aspherical 
groups, Journal of Pure and Applied AlLebra 72 (1991) 23-32. 
An HNN extension H of a combinatorially aspherica! group is shown to have period 21 after 
three steps if a specific positive integer 1 may be derived from the associated subgroup 
monomorphisms. If I> 1 the periodicity is characterised by cup product. 
Consequently a finite presentation may be found for the cohomology ring of any finitely 
presented H with trivia1 coefficients in a principal idea1 domain. 
1. Introduction 
This paper investigates the cohomology ring structure of an HNN extension in 
the case that its base group is combinatorially aspherical (CA). 
Since CA groups have period 2 after two steps, characterised by cup-product 
action, it is natural to enquire whether this property is inherited by an HNN 
extension 1Ff. 
While this is generally not the case, if either the associated subgroup of H OF 
the base group is finitely related, then H has period 21 after three steps, where Z is 
an integer determined from the associated subgroup monomorphisms. If Z > 1 this 
periodicity is characterised by cup-product action, but if I = 1 only period 4 of H is 
necessarily characterised this way. 
Consequently, the cohomology ring H*(H; Z’) is generated by elements of 
degree at most 2Z+ 2 (I > 1) or 6 (I = 1). Further, if H is finitely presented and r 
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is a principal ideal domain (PID), then H*(H; r) is finitely presented as a ring 
over r, and a presentation may be found. 
The main periodicity result may be stated as follows. Let G = (X; R) be a CA 
group, let K be a subgroup with CA presentation K = ( Y; S), and let 4 : K--, G 
be an injective homomorphism. Let F be the free group on X, and let s = tfs E S, 
for fzs maximal. It follows from results in [lo] that there are uniquely determined 
relators p = 6” E R and p’ = (5’)“’ E R such that for appropriate y, y’ E F and for 
uniquely determined integers K and K’ 
ts = yl"y-* E G , 4(t,) = y'( [‘)“‘( y’)-’ E G . 
Write k, = K/(K, v) and k: = K’/(K’, v’). 
Theorem. Under the above circumstances, if there is a (positive finite) integer q 
such that 
k: - 1 s kiq -l=Omodrz, for all s : n, 2 2 . 
the HNN extension H = HNN(G, 4) has period 21 after three steps, where 1 is the 
smallest such number. 
Section 2 reviews background materia! on Mayer-Vietoris sequences and the 
cup Froduct. Section 3 deals with pcriodicity and Section 4 with H*(H; r) when 
r is a PID. General reierences are [2] for the cohomology ring and [3,4] for CA 
groups. An algebraic apprcr;zh is used throughout. 
2. WNN extensions of CA groups 
Notation throughout will be as follows. Let G = (X; R) with F the free group 
generated by X and let K = ( Y; S) be a subgroup of G. For each r in R, let z, be 
the root of r; that is, r = zFr where n, 2 1 is maximal, and let R’ = {r E R: n, 2 
2). For each s E S, define s = t: and S’ = (s E S: n, 2 2) similarly. If aflax is the 
Fox derivative [6] of a word f in the integral group ring ZF with respect to 
generator x, then (f :x) and (f :x, y) will be the images in Z of af/dx and 
d’f/axay, respectively, under the augmentation map, and @R/ax) will be the 
exponent matrix @R&X), = ( r : x) . Finally, a subscript e will refer to ‘edge’ 
group K and a subscript v or no subscript to ‘vertex’ group G. 
Recall that if there exists a group monomorphism 4 : K - G, then the HNN 
extension H with base group G, associated subgroups {K, 4(K)} and stable letter 
e is the group with presentation 
=(X,e:R,e4(x)e-‘x-‘,xEY). 
If G has a CA presentation, so does any subgroup [3,2.5]. From now on. both G 
and K wd be assumed to have concise CA presentations, hence for any relator s 
in S the images fs and 4(1,) in G of its root t, have a normal form. 
Lemma 2.1 (Hut bschmann [ 10, Theorem 3]).’ Let s = t” E S. 
Then t = y[Ky-‘n” and 4(t) = y’( c’Y’( y’) - ‘n ’ in F, where no and n’ are in 
( R > “, the integers K and K ’ are unique, p = 5” and p ’ = ( 6’ )“’ in R are unique, and 
y and y’ in F are unique up to coset membership in G. 
Ifn=l,then~=~‘=O. 
If n L: 2, then 1 5 K < v, 1% K ’ < v’ and we define 
k = K/(K, v) , k’ = K’/(K), v’) . 0 
All results below are independent of the choice of coset representatives in 
Lemma 2.1. The symbols t, n, K, n”, y etc. may be subscripted by the s to which 
they refer. The subscript will be suppressed when the context makes it clear. 
Denote the Lyndon resolutions [7,2. l] for G and K by 9 and Zr, respectively. 
The two homomorphisms incl,d) : K + G determine an I&lrain map C: 
hH OK Z’-+ ZH Bc 2’ whose (unaugmented) mapping cone M induces the 
Mayer-Vietoris exact cohomology sequence (cf. [ 1,3.1]) 
l +H”‘(H; &&“‘(G; A)~H”‘(K; ,)$H”‘+l(H; A+. . 
for any H-module A, where i* = resz, 7~” is induced from the canonical projec- 
tion 7r:M*ZH@,$E’ of degree -1, and C*=c*ores&)-res:, where the 
isomorphism c * : H*(4(K); A)+ H*(K; A) is induced from conjugation by e in 
H. The cohomology groups H”‘(G; A) and H”‘(K; A) are well known (cf. [7.10$ 
and H”(H; A) is similarly easy to calculate from the mapping cone M. 
The mapping cone itself does not appear to reflect periodic behaviour in as 
obvious a manner as that of the Lyndon resolution for CA groups, except in the 
simplest case k, = ki = 1 for all s in S+, when the mapping cone resolution clearly 
has period 2 after dimension 3. (This is the distinctive case i = 1, of Section 3.) 
Proposition 2.2. The cohomology chain complex (Hom,( M, A), 6) for H is: 
HomJM,,, . A) = AD”! , 
where 
’ In the statement of this theorem ‘r = 4,/s’ and ‘t = t” should read ‘rs = 0 mod 4,’ and ‘t = t’ 
mod q,‘, respectively. 
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D,=(v), D,=XU{e}, 
Dl=RU({e}xY), D, = R+ U({e} X S), 
4 = R’ U({e} X S’), n-E-4, 
S,(f)(x) = (x - l)f(v) ’ 
M f )(e) = (e - l)f(v) ; 
6, ( f)(r) = c Wax)f(x) ’ 
s E x 
S,( f)(e, x)= (l- x)f(e)+ 2 (e a4(x)iaz -a~laz)f(z); 
ZEX 
Uf )(r) = (fr - Of(r) 9 
S2( f)(e,s)= - C (adax)f(e, x)+ 2 (e a4(s)lar- aslar)f(r) ; 
XEY rER 
%q+l(f )(r) = %,r(Zr)fW J
%,+*(f)(e9 4 = (I- t)f(e, s) + 4k')qYfSK45')fiP') 
-kqY%wf(PL qrl; 
S2q(f)W = CL, - l)fW 9 
hq(f)GA 4 = -s,,(Of(e, s) + +)4,v'f(p')-- kqyf(p), q 22 l 
Proof [9,3.3]. After adapting notation, the chain map C is given by H-free 
extension of 
Here alar 
for u in G 
so(u) = 0. 
C,,(l) = (e - 1) 9 
C,(a,)= C (e a4(x)laz -axlaz)az, XE Y, 
ZEX 
G(b,J = c (e ih#+)lar - asldr)b, , s E S , 
1ER 
C2q+,(cs) = e(k’)qy’s,.( {‘)cpr - k“ys 
K (c)c P ’ se+, qll, 
Czq(ds) = e(k’)+‘y’d,. - kqyd, , sfEs+, q22. 
refers to differentiation in the free group generated by R U X, while 
and m 2 0, s,,,(u) in ZIG is defined by s,,Ju) = c yi(: uq, if m ~1, and 
cl 
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A diagonal map M-, M 8 M in the case that H is an arbitrary F I *tph pro&rct of 
CA groups is given in [9], and the cup product in the case of ar l-MN extension is 
immediately derivable. It takes the form of a vertex-group cup profiltct plus 
edge-group cup products plus terms which are neither. For ~irnpl~c~~~ let 
c* ores:(,) = Cl, res; = CO, and for [~]EH*(H; A) let f, r= resE$= i*f and 
f e = resg f. 
Lemma 2.3 (Horadam 191). Let [f] E H’“(H; A) and [g] E H”(H; B). The cup 
product [f ] U [g] = [f U g] E H”‘“(H; A 8 B) has the form 
(f u g)(k) = ( f, lJ g,)(k) 7 
(f ug)(e, j) = (f, U C,f(gJ + (-l)“‘C,(f,) U g,)(j) + gs;.Je, j) 9 
where .&“Je, j) = 0 if m 2 4 is even and n 2 3, but is otherwise a term involving f, 
anC* 7, only. Cl 
The presence of the terms && prevents the cohomology ring of H from having 
any natura: formulation in terms of the cohomology rings of G and K except in 
the simplest cases. These terms derive from the normal forms (Lemma 2.1) and 
will be illustrated for the integral cohomology ring. 
Lemma 2.4 (Horadam [9,5.1]). If [f] E H”‘(H; Z) and [g] E H”(H; iz). then 
d fsR = 0 except possibly in the cases 
d&, s) = i:“f( P) ( c (n”: r) g(r)) - (k’)‘lf( p’) ( c (n’ : r) g(r)) , 
rER rER 
m=2q, qrl, n=2 
+ c c f(r)g(u)Us:uNnW 
uER rER 
- (4(s):u)(n’:r)] ifq= 1 ; 
1 
.P2,,(e,s)=(VfW)( z (Y’:x)m) -k4f(P)( c (Y:x:g(x)) 
XEX XEX 
m=2q, 422, n=l; 
8$-Je,s)= C C ((+(s):x,r)-(s:x,r))f(r)g(x), m=2, n=l; 
x E X r E R 
~&v)= C x ((~(x):y,f)-(x:y,z))f(y)g(z), m=n=L 
_vEX ZEX 
cl 
2s 
3. Periodicity 
Any CA group has period 2 after two steps and this periodicity is characterised 
by cup-product action. Specifically, for the 2-cocycle & in the Lyndon cochain 
complex for G, defined by P,(r) = 1 for r in R, the cup product 
[p,] u -: H”‘(G; -)+ H”‘+‘(G; -) 
is a natural isomorphism for all m I: 3 an an epimorphism for m = 2. Define 
[ &] E H’( K; Z) similarly. 
Since H is not CA in general (unless K is free) it is sensible to investigate the 
periodic behaviour of H. This section shows, in particular, that there are 
aperiodic HNN extensions as well as periodic ones of every (even) period. 
For each s in S+, since (n,, k: ) = (n,, k,) = 1, it follows that k~cp(‘zs) - 1= 
(;()I, 1
k, - 1 = 0 mod ~7~. dere q is Eu!er’s phi-function. If {n:: s E S’} is bounded, 
for instance if K or G is finitely related, then further 
k_;’ - 1 = k; - l=Omodn, forallsinS’ 
where <p = lcm{ cp(n,): s E S’}. It will be shown that H has a period equal to 
twice the minimum of such integers. 
Definition 3.1. Let I be the minimum positive integer such that ki’ - 1~ kf. - 1 
= 0 mod n, for al! s in S’, when such an integer exists, and I = 00 otherwise. For I 
finite, define p,* and qz by kj’ - 1 = n, p: , kt - 1 = n,q,* . (Note that 1= 1 if and 
only if k: =k,=l andp:=q:=OforallsinS’.) 
Set A = 2 max(2, I}, for I C =. The subscript s will be suppressed when the 
context makes it clear. 
If I is finite, the right-hand square in the following diagram with Mayer-Vietoris 
rows, presumed to be induced from the mapping cone complex in Proposition 2.2, 
commutes for any H-module A and m 2 1. (For I > 1 this follows because 
C&[ &,I = CgI[ &] = [&I, and for I = 1 by direct calculation.) 
-9 l -+H”‘-‘(K; A) b H’“(H; A)- H’“(G; A) - H”(K; A)--, l l l 
I 
. 
IPb . . 
L I IPllU- I w$J- (1) 
- l a--* H”‘+=’ (K; A)-, Hm+21(H; A)-_, HncCzr(G; A)+ H”“‘(K; A)-_, 9 l l 
If a commuting natural transformation H”(H; -)3 H’n+21(H; -) exists which 
completes diagram (1) then it is a natural isomorphism if m 2 4 and an epimorph- 
ism if m = 3. 
Lemma 3.2. Let I be finite. There exists [p] E H”(H; Z) such that [p] U - 
completes the commuting diagram (1) for all m 2 3 and any A if and only if there 
exists a 21-cocycle p E ZDzr such that P(r) = 1 mod n,, r E R +. 
Proof. Suppose there is a [P] E H2’(H; Z) with /3(r) = 1 mod n, for all r in R’ 
(and hence for all r in R if I = 1). For I > 1, i*[ /3] = [&I so [p] U - makes the 
central square commute since i* is a ring homomorphism. The case I = 1 and 
commutativity of the left-hand square follow by direct computation. 
Now suppose cup product with [r] E H”(H; Z) completes the commuting 
diagram for m 23 and any A. Set A = h and define [ $1 E H”(H; Z) by f E ZDA 
where 
f(r) = 1 , rER’ 
f(e,s)=pz -q5*, sES+. 
Then (&, UJL)jrj = A and (y UJjJrj = (i”y U f,)(r) = y(r) for r E R’. Hence 
[(y U f), - (& U f,)] = 0 implies y(r) = 1 mod n, for all r. q 
If a [p] E H”(H; Z) satisfying Lemma 3.2 exists, then by [ll, 1.81 the group H 
has period 21 after three steps and this periodicity is characterised by cup product 
with [p]. 
Corollary 3.3. If 1 < I < 00, then H has period 21 after three steps and there exists 
[P] E H”(H; 2) such that [p] U -: H”(H; -)+ H”‘“‘(H; -) is a natural iso- 
morphism for m E- 4 and an epimorphism for m = 3. 
Proof. The function given by p(r) = 1, r E R+, and P(e, s) = pf - q,* , s E s + is a 
21-cocycle. 0 
If 2 = 1, then (see Proposition 2.2 and Definition 3.1) the mapping CY,,, : H”(H; -) 
* H”“(H; -) given by Ly,[ f] = [f] for m 2 3, is readily shown to make the 
central squares of (1) commute. This has important consequences for the finite 
subgroups of H. 
Lemma 3.4. If I= 1, then H has period 2 after three steps and every j?nite 
subgroup of H is cyclic. Period 4 of H is characterised by cap-product action. 
Proof. By [ 11,1.8] H has period 2 after three steps, hence by [ 11,1.7] every finite 
subgroup is cyclic. Iteration of (1) gives the commuting diagram 
. ..jH”_’ (K; A)--+ H”‘(H; A) --H”‘(G; A) + . l 9 
mJ- 
I 
a,,~+P4?l~ 1 wtw- 
. . .+ Hm+3 (K; A)--, H”+4(H; A)-, H”+‘(G; A)+ 0 l 
for all m 2 3, and the argument of Lemma 3.2 for the case I = 2 (but with 
k: = k, = 1 for all sES’) applies. Set P(r)=l, rER’, and P(e,S)=O, sES+; 
then [p] E H’(H; Z) and [p] U [f = a,,,+:! o d[fl) for all [fl E H”(H; A) and 
nzz3. Cl 
We do not know whether period 2 is always characterised by cup-product 
action. By Lemma 3.2 there exists [p] E H’(H; H) such that [p] U - = a for 
m Z- 3 if and only if there exist inte ers g(r), r E R and P(e, x), x E X such that 
2 (t:x)LW 4 = K’g( 
sE Y 
+ C ((n’:r) - (n”:r))(l+ n,g(r)) 
r=R 
fqr all s in S. For example, if n ’ = no = 1 in F for every s in S (see Lemma 2.1), 
then setting all the integers to 0 will satisfy the condition. 
Clearly there exist HNN extensions of CA groups with any given (even) period. 
Example 3.5. Let G =~=(,~:~‘),nr2,and+(x)=x~where(n,N)=l.Letl 
be the order of N mod n. Then, 
H=( 
N -1 -1 
x,e:x",ex e x ) 
with integral cohomology groups 
H”(H)= H’(H)=Z, 
H’t’1(H) z HZ’“+‘(H) z &N!?t_1.,,) , m 2 1 , 
has (minimum) period 21, characterised by cup-product action even when I = 1. 
Given I, it is always possible to find n 2 2 and N such that (n, N) = 1 and 
1= ord,, N. 
Aperiodic HNN extensions of CA groups also exist. 
Example 3.6. Let G= K= (Xi, i1:2: rell i 3 2) where pi is the ith prime ( p, = 
I), let qi be any primitive root mod pi, and set 4(Xi) = ~7, i 2 2. Then 
is aperiodic, since the order of qi mod pi is pi - 1, hence I = 30 and H has integral 
cohomology groups 
H”“(H) Z H”“+‘(H) s 2 z,,, , m 2 1 . 
(p,--l)l~~~ 
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4. The cohomology ring over a PI 
In this section assume A = I’ is e commutative ring with 1, considered as a 
trivial H-module, so that H*(H; r) AU an anticommutatve graded ring with 1, 
with multiplication given by cup product. 
Proposition 4.1. If 1 is finite, then H*(H; r) is generated as a ring by elements of 
degree at most A + 2. If I= 1 and there exists [ p] E H2(H; r) such that P(r) = 1 
mod n,, for all r E R, then H”(H; r) is generated by elements of degree at most 4. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. Cl 
If, further, r is a PID and G is finitely presented, H*(G; r) is finitely 
presented as a ring over r. In particular, the generating set found for H ‘(G; r) 
by diagonalising @RIM) is free: there exist invertible integer matrices P and 
Q = (4ij) such that P(aRlaX)Q = S(dRIaX), the Smith normal form of (aR/ 
ax), so that H1 (G; I’) is freely generated over r by the elements 
I 
CYk = c 4. r.s+k ’ IXl=Z, lsksl-s, s=rank,S(aRIaX). 
i=l 
Provided both C and K are finitely presented, so is H, and consequently 
H”(H; I’) is a finitely-presented r-module for m 2 0. By Proposition 4.1, 
H*(H; r) is finitely presented as a ring over r if I is finite. This may be 
summarised as follows. 
Theorem 4.2. If G and K are both *finitely presented, 1 is finite, and r is a PID, 
then H*(G; r), H*(K; r) and H(H; r) are all finitely presented as ring: over 
r. 0 
Finally, as a simple illustration of the presentation, consider the split cyclic-by- 
infinite cyclic extension H of Example 3.5. In this case the integral cohomology 
ring H*(H; Z) is generated by elements of degree at most 21+ 1 and (cf. Lemma 
2-Q J$.g = 0 always, so the cup product has a natural form in terms of the cup 
products in H*(G;Z) and H*(K;Z). 
Example 4.3. Let H = (x, e: x”, exNe-‘x-‘), n 2 2, (n, N) = 1, I= ord,,N. Then 
H*(H; Z) = Z_ [ gi, deg gi = i, 15 i 5 2Z+ 1: 
(N m-1,n)g2m=(Nm-1,n)g2m+,=0, mz19 
g2m+1g2q+1 = 0, mZ0, q?O, 
32 K. J. !iOd’nF?t 
tlN4 
&tn+l&q = g2qghl+1 = (N” _ 1 r?) 
3 “, 
n(Ntnwq - 1, n) 
&(,n+q)+ 1 ’ m~0, qrl, 
&,n&q = (,,?I 1 1 n)(Nq _ 1 n) g%tl+q) ’ 
9 9 
mrl , (721 . 1 
Proof. With Horn&M,, Z) = Z”*‘e*l)‘, i z 1, H’(H; Z) is generated by an element 
gi defined by gi( 1) = 0, gi(e, 1) = 1 for i odd, and gz,,,(l) = nl(N’” - 1, n), 
gzn,(e, 1) = (N”’ - l)l(N” - 1, n), 1 (: m 5 1. Then apply Lemma 2.3. Cl 
This ring is commutative and strictly anticommutative. By comparison 
H*(G; Z’) is the polynomial ring over 22 with one generator p of degree 2 and 
order n, while the torsion-free one-relator group H, = (x, e : exNe- lx- ’ ) of which 
H is an epimorphic image, is CA, so (cf. [7]) has cohcmology ring 
H*(H,,; Z’) = Z[g,, deg g:i = i, i = 1,2: gf = g,g, = g,g, = gf = 0, 
(N- l)g, =O]. 
The HNN group monomorphisms incl,+ : K+ G induce ring homomorphisms 
Q(~, cy, : H”(G; Z)+ H*(K; Z) given by q,(l) = 1, cy@) = & and q(1) = 1, 
q(p) = NP,, where & is the degree 2 generator of H*(K; Z). The induced HNN 
construction on rings (cf. [5, p. 4351) is the skew-Laurent-polynomial ring 
H*(K;Z)[t, t-l; q]=Z[t, P, &:n& =0, tt-’ = f-It= 1, 
W&!)t-’ = P,] * 
Note that the cohomology ring does not inherit the HNN structure of H. 
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